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A new depth resampling for multi-view coding is proposed in this paper. At first, the depth video is downsampled by 

median filtering before encoding. After decoding, the classified edges, including credible edge and probable edge 

from the aligned texture image and the depth image, are interpolated by the selected diagonal pair, whose intensity 

difference is the minimum among four diagonal pairs around edge pixel. According to different category of edge, the 

intensity difference is measured by either real depth or percentage depth without any parameter setting. Finally, the 

resampled depth video and the decoded full-resolution texture video are synthesized into virtual views for the per-

formance evaluation. Experiments on the platform of multi-view high efficiency video coding (HEVC) demonstrate 

that the proposed method is superior to the contrastive methods in terms of visual quality and rate distortion (RD) 

performance. 
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The state-of-art standard of high efficiency video coding 

(HEVC) has been finalized by the joint collaborative 

team on video coding (JCT-VC)[1]. Targeting a large 

number of three dimensional (3D) video applications, 

both multi-view video plus depth (MVD) HEVC stan-

dard and multi-view HEVC standard have been re-

leased[2]. Depth information is important for 3D video 

coding to improve its coding performance. For example, 

depth image is combined with texture image for joint bit 

allocation to enhance the coding quality[3]. And it is ap-

plied to fast mode decision algorithm for multi-view 

coding[4]. In addition, it is also proved that depth resam-

pling can achieve bit rate savings without degrading the 

overall peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) performance of 

video compression[5]. Bilateral filtering consisting of 

range kernel and spatial kernel is a typical edge-  preserv-

ing upsampling method. It is extended to joint bilateral 

upsampling (JBU) for high resolution depth reconstruc-

tion with corresponding texture image while preserving 

boundary[6]. Afterwards, JBU method is integrated with 

other methods, such as median filtering, to enhance the 

effect of depth upsampling[7]. The main disadvantage for 

bilateral filtering and its derivative methods is the high 

computational workload and the required selection of 

filter parameters. Recently, Kim et al[8] proposed an 

edge-preserving depth upsampling method. But they only 

estimated the horizontal and vertical directions of edge 

pixel, which are not enough to represent all edge direc-

tions. And only common edges from the original depth 

image and the texture image were considered, which will 

result in poor performance when it is applied to the prac-

tical video coding. In addition, the exponential function 

for the calculation of cost function needs to set up the 

smoothing parameter manually. Actually, feature corre-

spondence plays a significant role for multi-view coding 

to attain higher coding efficiency[9]. Considering the edge 

correspondence between texture image and depth image, 

we propose a classified-edge guided depth resampling 

method for multi-view coding in this paper. 

According to the proposed coding structure shown in 

Fig.1, the texture video is encoded and decoded at the full 

resolution, while the depth video is resampled during en-

coding and decoding. Firstly, the depth video is down-

sampled to low resolution by median filtering before en-

coding, whose function is edge-preserved. After decoding, 

the texture video is downsampled by median filtering, and 

then it generates the edge map aligned with the decoded 

depth video. Guided by classified edge map, the depth 

video is refined by diagonal interpolation. Finally, the 

refined depth video is upscaled to the original resolution 

by the nearest interpolation algorithm, and then synthe-

sized into virtual views with decoded texture video. 
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of proposed coding struc-

ture 
 

At first, the edge Ed of decoded depth video Dl and the 

edge Et of downsampled texture video Tl are obtained by 

performing Canny operator, which is followed by mor-

phological dilation operator with 3×3 square structuring 

element on Ed and Et, respectively. The edge map is 

composed of Ed and Et, i.e., 
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where Ec is the credible edge which belongs to the com-

mon edge of Ed and Et, Ep is the probable edge which 

belongs to either Ed or Et but is not their common edge, 

and En is the remainder non-edge region in E. Aligned 

with classified edge map E, the corresponding regions in 

Dl are labeled as Rc, Rp and Rn, respectively, which will 

guide the depth refinement further. 

Generally, there are eight neighbor pixels around cen-

tral pixel. In order to decrease the complexity, we merge 

them into four diagonal pairs whose directions are repre-

sented as 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° as shown in Fig.2. The 

four directions are used for the direction estimation of 

edge pixel. The steps for depth refinement are described 

as follows. 

(1) Find pixel pair with minimum intensity difference. 

For region Rc, the intensity difference for each pair is 

calculated as 

Pk=||Gk1−Gk2||, k= 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°,         (3) 

where Gk1 and Gk2 are the real depth intensity for each 

pixel in one pair, respectively, and ||·|| is the Euclidean 

distance operator.  

For region Rp, the intensity of each pixel in the eight 

neighbors around edge pixel is denoted as 
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G  is the percentage depth intensity, which is 

defined as 
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where Gj 
is the depth intensity of neighbor pixel j, G0 is 

the depth intensity of central edge pixel, and min_Gj,0 

and max_Gj,0 are the minimum and the maximum among 

Gj,0, respectively. p

0,j
F  is the co-located percentage tex-

ture intensity, which has the similar definition as 
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where Fj 
is the texture intensity of neighbor pixel j, F0 is 

the texture intensity of central edge pixel, and min_Fj,0 

and max_Fj,0 are the minimum and the maximum among 

Fj,0, respectively. 

Then the intensity difference for each diagonal pair is 

calculated by 

Pk=||Ik1−Ik2||, k= 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°,           (9) 

where Ik1 and Ik2 are the intensity for each pixel in one 

pair, and are computed by Eq.(4), respectively. 

(2) The candidate pair which has the minimum Pk is se-

lected to calculate the new depth intensity Gm of central 

edge pixel as 

Gm =(Gm1+Gm2)/2,                          (10) 

where Gm1 and Gm2 
are the depth intensity of each pixel 

in the candidate pair, respectively. 

(3) For region Rr, the depth intensity is maintained with-

out any change.  

Finally, the refined depth video is upscaled by the 

nearest interpolation algorithm to the same resolution as 

that of the decoded texture video Th for view synthesis. 

 

 

Fig.2 Diagonal pairs around central edge pixel 

 

All experiments are performed on the multi-view 

HEVC reference software HTM-12.0. The coding con-

figuration conforms to the common test conditions (CTC) 

defined by JCT-3V[10]. View 2 and view 4 for sequence 

Newspaper as well as view 1 and view 3 for sequence 

Balloons are synthesized into five virtual views, respec-

tively. Quantization parameters (QPs) adopted in the 

experiments are 25 for texture video and 34, 39, 42 and 

45 for depth video, respectively. The downsampled fac-

tor is 2, and 3×3 window is used for median filtering. 
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The percentage threshold for Canny edge detector is 

[0.12 0.4]. Other parameters setting for JBU method and 

Kim’s method are referred in Ref.[8]. Depth-image- 

based-rendering (DIBR) algorithm is used for view syn-

thesis[11]. The results for 27th frame of Newspaper are 

shown in Fig.3, while the results for 30th frame of Bal-

loons are given in Fig.4. Fig.3(a) and Fig.4(a) are the 

depth images of view 2 and view 1, respectively, and 

Fig.3(b) and Fig.4(b) are the texture images of view 2.5 

and view 1.5, respectively. The cropped images are 

shown in Fig.3(c)—(h) and Fig.4(c)—(h). Both in 

Fig.3(c) and (d) and Fig.4(c) and (d), there are some dis-

perse particles along the edge of object. And jaggy arti-

facts are also seen in Fig.3(e) and (f). In addition, there 

are small holes in Fig.4(e) and some noticeable distor-

tions on the border of pink ball in Fig.4(f). Oppositely, 

the results for the proposed method appear integrated and 

smooth on the edge of object both in Fig.3(g) and (h) and 

Fig.4(g) and (h). 
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Fig.3 Experimental results for Newspaper: (a) original 

depth image; (b) synthesized texture image using (a); 

(c) depth image upsampled by JBU method; (d) syn-

thesized texture image using (c); (e) depth image up-

sampled by Kim’s method; (f) synthesized texture 

image using (e); (g) depth image upsampled by the 

proposed method; (h) synthesized texture image us-

ing (g) 
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(g)                       (h) 

Fig.4 Experimental results for Balloons: (a) original 

depth image; (b) synthesized texture image using (a); (c) 

depth image upsampled by JBU method; (d) synthe-

sized texture image using (c); (e) depth image upsam-

pled by Kim's method; (f) synthesized texture image 

using (e); (g) depth image upsampled by the proposed 

method; (h) synthesized texture image using (g) 

 

For objective evaluation, the performance comparison 

of rate distortion (RD) is illustrated in Fig.5, where hori-

zontal axis represents the total bit rate including two 

texture videos and two depth videos for two original 

views, and vertical axis denotes the PSNR of synthesized 

views. It is seen that the PSNR for proposed method is 

bigger than those of other two methods[6,8], especially at 
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(b) 

Fig.5 RD curves for (a) view 2.5 of Newspaper and (b) 

view 1.5 of Balloons using different methods 

 

high bit rate. In order to compare PSNR for different 

methods given at the same bit rate, Bjontegaard Delta 

(BD) PSNR is used[12]. It can be observed in Tab.1 that 

BD-PSNRs of the proposed method are 0.32 dB, 0.57 dB, 

0.52 dB and 0.43 dB bigger than those of Kim’s method[8] 

for different views of two sequences, respectively. 

 

Tab.1 BD-PSNR (dB) comparison of Kim’s method 

and the proposed method 

Sequence   View       Kim’s method Proposed method 

Newspaper   2.5 0.68 1.00 

            3.5 0.54 1.11 

Balloons     1.5 1.17 1.69 

            2.5 1.15 1.58 

 

Targeting the application of multi-view coding, a 

novel classified-edge guided depth resampling method is 

proposed in this paper. Our contribution has three aspects. 

Firstly, compared with contrastive methods, four diago-

nal pairs can estimate the edge direction more accurately. 

Secondly, classified edges including credible edge and 

probable edge are interpolated by the selected diagonal 

pair, which can improve coding PSNR. Last but not least, 

the intensity measurement for each diagonal pair in the 

proposed method is parameterless. 
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